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from sickness and wounds amounted to fifty per cent, of the
effective strength of the Tigris Corps; the average fighting
strength of divisions fell to six thousand four hundred, and
the rate at which reinforcements could be "brought up was
only just sufficient to keep pace with the daily evacuation of
casualties. At this time the " effective strength" of a
battalion was the number of men who were not ill enough
to be entirely useless. As the heat was becoming more and
more intense and there was a shortage of sun-proof tents, sun-
helmets and medical stores, it seemed as if the situation must
deteriorate still further, and it was evident that the Director
of Medical Services at G.H.Q. was not overstating the case
"when he reported: —" Unless conditions are improved, sick
£< wastage may increase considerably..." During the month
of June, eleven thousand sick-casualties were evacuated to
India (travelling down the Tigris and through the Persian
Oulf in the red-hot summer); even then, there still remained
in hospital in Mesopotamia sixteen thousand five hundred.
Large numbers out of every reinforcement fell sick on, or
directly after their arival at the base; and gf these a con-
siderable percentage had to be evacuated from the theatre of
-war without having accomplished one hour's work in it.
It was impossible either to withdraw troops to rest, as
was done on the Western Front, or to find a suitable place in
which to rest them—everywhere conditions were equally bad.
Short leave did not exist because there was nowhere to spend
it: long leave (to India) was possible for only a very few—
and for those the journey to Bombay or Karachi was not
an unmixed blessing in the hot weather.
The transport situation was lamentable. During April,
May and June the number of ships 011 the river was aug-
mented by only three vessels; there was a shortage of land-
iransport, vehicles were in bad repair, animals were on half
rations. The amount of motor-transport with the force may
be judged from the fact that in July General Lake's require-
ments amounted to six motor-transport companies, and one
hundred and ten motor ambulances, as well as numerous tour-
ing cars, armoured cars, and motor cycles. At this time, every
available vehicle with the Tigris Corps were in use, carting
water, food and stores across the fourteen miles of broken
desert which lay between the river-head and the front line.
In these circumstances it is not surprising to find that it was
not until early in July that General Lake could report any im-
provement in the supply situation. By then he had a reserve
*of supplies in process of accumulation—although he was still

